
ROCHÉ MODEL

WORLD TIMER AUTOMATIC COMPLICATION 

ETA 2893-1 TOP GRADE MOVEMENT

FARER.COM

The dial of the Roché World Timer will appeal to those lovers 
of lume - by utilising a unique afterglow pigment to provide 
illuminating markings on the dial. Made from a textured, gloss 
midnight blue main base ring this watch features applied 
markers and numerals in solid blocks of Grade A Super-
LumiNova. Whilst the highly polished steel-edged alpha hands 
are infilled with mint green Grade A Super-LumiNova. A central 
engraved map in midnight blue and powder blue provides a 
central focal point and is held by a universal hour disk, divided 
into 24 hours. Framing the dial is a stunning luminescent 
internal bezel created using Grade A Super-LumiNova, a unique 
finish that creates a cloud-like effect around the dial. This is a 
watch that that will stand out on your travels, day and night.

The Farer World Timer 39mm case is a slick fit on any wrist, 
crafted from 316L stainless steel and with a case profile of 
just 11mm. The top domed sapphire crystal with internal anti-
reflective treatment is held by an outer brushed bezel, fitted 
to the highly-polished case with outline edges and micro-
blasted side cut-ins that follow the shape of the dropped lugs. 
A distinctive case design with dual crowns, the main crown 
(controlling time, date and universal 24-hour disk) is finished 
in solid stainless steel and inset with our trademark Farer 
bronze detail. Whereas the off-set crown is formed of solid 
stainless steel and features the embossed World Timer marque 
(controlling the inner bezel to set the 24 time zones).

On the reverse of the World Timer collection you will see a 
highly polished stainless steel four-screw case back with flat 
sapphire exhibition glass, displaying the decorated Swiss-made 
movement. Our love of bold colour continues right down to 
the bespoke rotor which is finished in matte red and features 
a delicate line-cut design. Driven by the increasingly rare ETA 
2893-1 ‘Top Grade’ movement with universal hour indicator disc 
+ date and up to 48 hours of power reserve.
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MOVEMENT 
Swiss Made ETA 2893-1 ‘top grade’ movement

VIBRATIONS 
28,800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)

FUNCTIONS 
Hours, minutes, sweep second, universal hour indicator 
disc. Stop second device for precision time setting 
Date, corrector

REGULATOR SYSTEM 
ETACHRON and regulator corrector

JEWELS 
21

WINDING 
Self-winding mechanism with ball bearing

POWER RESERVE 
Approximately 48 hours

CASE 
39mm diameter, 11mm depth, 45mm lug to lug, 34mm dial 
aperture, serial numbered

MATERIAL 
316L high grade stainless steel

FINISH 
Brushed bezel with polished edge, polished side outline 
and inner lugs, micro-blasted case side cut-ins

DIAL 
Textured gloss midnight blue dial with applied solid 
blocks of Grade A Super-LumiNova, white 24-hour disk 
with orange and blue numerals, central fixed engraved 
map plus matching date. Grade A Super-LumiNova wash, 
bi-directional internal bezel with overprinted time zones 
highlighted in blue and orange

HANDS 
Mirror-edge polished-steel hour/minute alpha hands, 
inset with mint green Grade A Super-LumiNova, 
polished-steel sweep second hand with Farer ‘A’ mint 
green Grade A Super-LumiNova tip

CROWN 
Straight solid stainless steel, machined bronze inset cap 
featuring embossed Farer ‘A’, straight solid stainless 
steel second off-set crown, featuring embossed World 
Timer marque

GLASS 
Internal anti-reflective treatment, top domed sapphire 
crystal, flat sapphire exhibition glass on rear

STRAP 
Barenia bridle leather, 316L stainless steel Farer ‘A’ 
buckle fastening

LUG 
20mm

WATER RESISTANT 
10ATM


